AT200LS SPALET®

The DXV AT200LS SpaLet toilet provides a variety of automated, easily adjustable functions to cultivate a relaxing spa experience. Luxury design and performance paired with personalized hygiene, comfort and cleansing features pamper you in comfort for a fresh, out-of-the-shower feeling.

**AT200LS SpaLet Integrated Electronic Bidet Toilet with Remote Control**  
D29030CS416-415  14-3/4" x 25-13/16" x 15-3/4"

**AT200LS SpaLet Electronic Bowl Unit**  
D23045CS11S-415

**AT200LS SpaLet Electronic Seat Unit**  
D28035AS416-415

**Design and Performance:**
- Sleek and simple vitreous china bowl with full skirt and low profile design
- WaterSense® dual flush 1.32-0.92 gpf/4.9-3.4 Lpf for optimal performance
- Power Stream triple vortex flush uses two jet streams to clean the entire bowl and a powerful siphon jet to remove the waste
- Seat safety sensor to ensure water sprays can not be activated while not in use
- One-touch 8-hour eco-button for reduced power consumption
- Easy-to-use remote control with LED screen

**Hygiene Functions:**
- Adjustable water control settings; pressure (6 levels), temperature (6 levels), massage and oscillation to customize your experience
- Air sterilization with blue light uses Plasmacluster technology to constantly clean the air in the bowl when the lid is closed
- Room refresh deodorizer uses Plasmacluster technology to clean the air around the toilet. This feature can be set to run once a day at your choice of time

**Comfort Functions:**
- Adjustable, automatic flush setting with 5 settings for hands free flushing
- Automatic open/slow-close lid and seat for users convenience
- Heated seat with 6 temperature settings and a warm air dryer with 4 temperature settings for ultimate comfort
- Air shield deodorizer uses air currents and active carbon to shield and neutralize the odor in the bowl producing fresh air
- Soft night light illuminates bowl and seat to gently guide you at night

**Cleansing Functions:**
- Dual, adjustable, self-cleaning nozzles for independent front and back cleansing and a confident clean
- Nozzle shutter to conceal and protect the water sprays from buildup
- Hyper clean surface to prevent scratches and preserve cleanliness of the bowl
- Prewash to help prevent buildup on the bowl surface

**COLLECTION FINISHES**

Canvas White

415—CWH
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